We investigate the problem of cross-dataset adaptation for visual question answering (Visual QA 
Introduction
Visual Question Answering (Visual QA) has emerged as a very useful task to pry into how well learning machines can comprehend and reason with both visual and textual information, which is an important functionality for general artificial intelligence. In this task, the machine is presented with an image and a relevant question. The machine can generate a free-form answer or select from a pool of candidates. In the last few years, more than a dozen datasets for the task have been developed [17, 23, 43] . Despite a steady and significant improvement in modeling, the gap in performance between humans and machines on those datasets is * Equal contributions Figure 1 . An illustration of the dataset bias in visual question answering. Given the same image, Visual QA datasets like VQA [4] (right) and Visual7W [50] (left) provide different styles of questions, correct answers (red), and candidate answer sets, each can contributes to the bias to prevent cross-dataset generalization.
still substantial. For instance, on the VQA dataset [4] where human attains accuracy of 88.5%, the state-of-the-art model on the Visual QA multiple-choice task achieves 71.4% [48] .
In this paper, we study another form of performance gap. Specifically, can the machine learn knowledge well enough on one dataset so as to answer adeptly questions from another dataset? Such study will highlight the similarity and difference among different datasets and guides the development of future ones. It also sheds lights on how well learning machines can understand visual and textual information in their generality, instead of learning and reasoning with dataset-specific knowledge.
Studying the performance gap across datasets is reminiscent of the seminal work by Torralba and Efros [39] . There, the authors study the bias in image datasets for object recognition. They have showed that the idiosyncrasies in the data collection process cause domain mismatch such that classifiers learnt on one dataset degrade significantly on another dataset [13, 11, 12, 25, 30, 38, 19, 37] .
The language data in the Visual QA datasets introduces an addition layer of difficulty to bias in the visual data (see Fig. 1 ). For instance, [8] analyzes several datasets and illustrates their difference in syntactic complexity as well as within-and cross-dataset perplexity. As such, data in Visual QA datasets are likely more taletelling the origins from which datasets they come.
To validate this hypothesis, we had designed a Name That Dataset! experiment, similar to the one in [39] for comparing visual object images. We show that the two popular Visual QA datasets VQA [4] and Visual7W [50] are almost complete distinguishable using either the question or answer data. See Sect. 3 for the details of this experiment. Thus, Visual QA systems that are optimized on one of those datasets can focus on dataset-specific knowledge such as the type of questions as well as how the questions and answers are phrased. This type of bias exploitation hinders cross-dataset generalization and does not result in AI systems that can reason well over vision and text information in different or new characteristics.
In this paper, we investigate the issue of cross-dataset generalization in Visual QA. We assume that there is a source domain with a sufficiently large amount of annotated data such that a strong Visual QA model can be built, albeit adapted to the characteristics of the source domain well. However, we are interested in using the learned system to answer questions from another (target) domain. The target domain does not provide enough data to train a Visual QA system from scratch. We show that in this domainmismatch setting, applying directly the learned system from the source to the target domain results in poor performance.
We thus propose a novel adaptation algorithm for Visual QA. Our method has two components. The first is to reduce the difference in statistical distributions by transforming the feature representation of the data in the target dataset. We use an adversarial type of loss to measure the degree of differences-the transformation is optimized such that it is difficult to detect the origins of the transformed features.
The second component is to maximize the likelihood of answering questions (in the target dataset) correctly using the Visual QA model trained on the source dataset. This ensures the learned transformation from optimizing domain matches retaining the semantic understanding encoded in the Visual QA model learned on the source domain.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we review related work. In Sect. 3, we analyze the dataset bias via the game Name That Dataset! In Sect. 4, we define tasks of domain adaptation for Visual QA. In Sect. 4.2, we describe the proposed domain adaptation algorithm. In Sect. 5, we conduct extensive experimental studies and further analysis. Sect. 6 concludes the paper.
Related Work
Datasets for Visual QA About a dozen of Visual QA datasets have been created [23, 43, 17, 16, 22, 1] . In all the datasets, there are a collection of images (I). Most of existing datasets use natural images from large-scale common image databases (e.g. MSCOCO [28] ). For each image, human annotators are asked to generate multiple questions (Q) and to provide the corresponding "correct" answers (T). This gives rise to image-question-correct answer (IQT) triplets. Visual7W [50] and VQA [4] further include artificially generated "negative" candidate answers (D), referred as decoys, for the multiple-choice setting. Dataset biases can occur in any of these steps in creating the datasets.
Tasks While the machine can generate free-form answers, evaluating the answers is challenging and not amenable to automatic evaluation. Thus, so far a convenient paradigm is to evaluate machine systems using multiple-choice based Visual QA [4, 6, 50, 20] . The machine is presented the correct answer, along with several decoys (incorrect ones) and the aim is to select the right one. The evaluation is then automatic: one just needs to record the accuracy of selecting the right answer. Alternatively, the other setting is to select one from the top frequent answers and compare it to multiple human-annotated ones [3, 4, 5, 9, 16, 22, 29, 44, 45, 47, 48] , avoiding constructing decoys that are too easy such that the performance is artificially boosted [4, 16] .
Methods for Visual QA As summarized in [23, 43, 17] , one popular framework of Visual QA algorithms is to learn a joint image-question embedding, e.g., by the attention mechanism, followed by a multi-way classifier (among the top frequent answers) [48, 3, 5, 9, 45, 29] . Though lacking the ability to generate novel answers beyond the training set, this framework has been shown to outperform those who can truly generate free-form answers. For the multiplechoice setting, one line of algorithms is to learn a scoring function with image, question, and a candidate answer as the input. Even a simple multi-layer perceptron (MLP) model achieves the state of the art [20, 9, 35] .
Bias in vision and language datasets In [8] , Ferraro et al. surveyed several exiting image captioning and Visual QA datasets in terms of their linguistic patterns. They proposed several metrics including perplexity, part of speech distribution, and syntactic complexity to characterize those datasets, demonstrating the existence of the reporting bias-the frequency that annotators write about actions, events, or states does not reflect the real-world frequencies. However, they do not explicitly show how such a bias affects the downstream tasks (i.e., Visual QA and captioning).
Specifically for Visual QA, there have been several work discussing the bias within a single dataset [16, 49, 20, 21, 6] . For example, [16, 49] argue the existence of priors on answers given the question types and the correlation between the questions and answers (without images) in VQA [4] , while [6] points out the existence of bias in creating decoys. They propose to augment the original datasets with additional IQT triplets or decoys to resolve such issues. [20, 1] studies biases across datasets, and show the difficulties in transferring learned knowledge across datasets.
Our work investigates the causes of the poor crossdataset generalization and proposes to resolve them via domain adaptation. Those causes are orthogonal to biases in a single dataset that a learning model can exploit. Thus, merely improving the Visual QA model's performance on in-domain datasets does not imply reducing the cross-dataset generalization gap, as shown in Sect. 3.
Domain adaptation (DA) Extensive prior work has been done to adapt the domain mismatch between datasets [40, 10, 41, 7, 14, 12] , mostly for visual recognition while we study a new task of Visual QA. One popular method is to learn a transformation that aligns source and target domains according to a certain criterion. Inspired by the recent flourish of Generative Adversarial Network [15] , many algorithms [10, 41, 7, 46 ] train a domain discriminator as a new criterion for learning such a transformation. Our method applies a similar approach, but aims to perform adaptation simultaneously on data with multiple modalities (i.e., images, questions, and answers). To this end, we leverage the Visual QA knowledge learned from the source domain to ensure that the transformed features are semantically aligned. Moreover, in contrast to most existing methods, we learn the transformation from the target domain to the source one, similar to [36, 41] 1 , enabling applying the learned Visual QA model from the source domain without re-training.
Visual QA and Bias in the Datasets
In what follows, we describe a simple experiment Name That Dataset! to illustrate the biases in Visual QA datasets -questions and answers are idiosyncratically constructed such that a classifier can easily tell one apart from the other by using them as inputs. We then discuss how those biases give rise to poor cross-dataset generalization errors.
Visual QA
In Visual QA datasets, a training or test example is a IQT triplet that consists of an image I, a question Q, and a (ground-truth) correct answer T 2 . During evaluation or testing, given a pair of I and Q, a machine needs to generate an answer that matches exactly or is semantically similar to T.
In this work, we focus on multiple-choice based Visual QA, since the two most-widely studied datasets-VQA [4] and Visual7W [50] -both consider such a setting. In this setting, the correct answer T is accompanied by a set of K "negative" candidate answers, resulting in a candidate answer set A consist of a single T and K decoys denoted by D. An IQA triplet is thus {I,
We use C to denote an element in A. During testing, given I, Q, and A, a machine needs to select T from A. Multiple-choice 1 Most DA algorithms, when given a target domain, adjust the features for both domains and retrain the source model on the adjusted featuresthey need to retrain the model when facing a new target domain. Note that [36, 41] do not incorporate the learned source-domain knowledge as ours. 2 Some datasets provide multiple correct answers to accommodate the ambiguity in the answers. Figure 2 . An illustration of the MLP-based model for multiplechoice Visual QA. Given an IQA triplet, we compute the M (I, Q, C k ) score for each candidate answer C k . The candidate answer that has the highest score is selected as the model's answer.
based Visual QA has the benefit of simplified evaluation procedure and has been popularly studied [20, 47, 9, 35, 24] . Note that in the recent datasets like VQA2 [16] , the candidate set A is expanded to include the most frequent answers from the whole training set, instead of a smaller subset typically used in earlier datasets. Despite this subtle difference, we do not lose in generality by studying cross-dataset generalization with multiple-choice based Visual QA datasets. We follow [20] to train one-hidden-layer MLP models for multiple-choice based Visual QA. The MLP M takes the concatenated features of an IQC triplet as input and outputs a compatible score M (I, Q, C) ∈ [0, 1], measuring how likely C is the correct answer to the IQ pair. During training, M is learned to maximize the binary cross-entropy, where each IQC triplet is labeled with 1 if C is the correct answer; 0, otherwise. During testing, given an IQA triplet, the C ∈ A that leads to the highest score is selected as the model's answer. We use the penultimate layer of ResNet-200 [18] as visual features to represent I and the average WORD2VEC embeddings [31] as text features to represent Q and C, as in [20] . See Fig. 2 for an illustration.
Bias in the Datasets
We refer the term "bias" to any idiosyncrasies in the datasets that learning algorithms can overfit to and cause poor cross-dataset generalization.
Name That Dataset! To investigate the degree and the cause of the bias, we construct a game Name That Dataset!, similar to the one described in [39] for object recognition datasets. In this game, the machine has access to the examples (ie, either IQT or IQA triplet) and needs to decide which dataset those examples belong to. We experiment on two popular datasets Visual7W [50] and VQA [4] . We use the same visual and text features described in Sect. 3.1 to represent I, Q, T, and D 3 . We then concatenate these features to form the joint feature. We examine different combination of I, Q, T, D as the input to a one-hidden-layer MLP for predicting the dataset from which the sample comes. We sample 40,000, 5,000 and 20,000 triplets from each dataset and merge them to be the training, validation and test sets. Details are in the Suppl. As shown in Table 1 , all components but images lead to strong detection of the data origin, with the decoys contributing the most (i.e., 95.8% alone). Combining multiple components further improve the detection accuracy, suggesting that datasets contain different correlations or relationships among components. Concatenating all the components together results in nearly 100% classification accuracy. In other words, the image, question, and answers in each dataset are constructed characteristically. Their distributions (in the joint space) are sufficiently distant from each other. Thus, one would not expect a Visual QA system trained on one dataset to work well on the other datasets. See below for results validating this observation. We reran the Name That Dataset! (after retraining on the new dataset). The accuracies of using Q or Q+T have dropped from 76.3% and 79.8% to 69.7% and 73.8%, respectively, which are still noticeably higher than 50% by chance. This indicates that the questions or correct answers may phrased differently between the two datasets (e.g., the length or the use of vocabularies). Combining them with the decoys (i.e., Q+T+D) raises the accuracy to 96.9%, again nearly distinguishing the two datasets completely. This reflects that the incorrect answers must be created very differently across the two datasets (In most cases, decoys are freely selected by the data collectors-being incorrect answers to the questions affords the data collectors to sample from unconstrained spaces of possible words and phrases.)
Poor cross-dataset generalization Using the model described in Sect. 3.1, we obtain the Visual QA accuracies of 65.7% and 55.6% on Visual7W and VQA − when training and testing using the same dataset. However, when the learned models are applied to the other dataset, the performance drops significantly to 53.4% (trained on VQA − but applied to Visual7W) and 28.1% (trained on Visual7W but applied to VQA − ). See Table 3 for the details. We further evaluate a variant of the spatial memory network [44] , a more sophisticated Visual QA model. A similar performance drop is observed. See Table 6 for details. 
Cross-Dataset Adaptation
We propose to overcome the cross-dataset bias (and the poor cross-dataset generalization) with the idea of domain adaptation. Similar ideas have been developed in the past to overcome the dataset bias for object recognition [34, 13] .
Main Idea
We assume that we have a source domain (or dataset) with plenty of annotated data in the form of ImageQuestion-Candidate Answers (IQA) triplets such that we can build a strong Visual QA system. We are then interested in applying this system to the target domain. However, we do not assume there is any annotated data (i.e., IQA/IQT triplets) from the target domain such that re-training (either using the target domain alone or jointly with the source domain) or fine-tuning [32, 42] the system is feasible 4 . Instead, the target domain provides unsupervised data. The target domain could provide images, images and questions (without either correct or incorrect answers), questions, questions with either correct or incorrect answers or both, or simply a set of candidate answers (either correct or incorrect or both). This last two scenarios are particularly interesting 5 . From the results in Table 1 , the discrepancy in textual information is a major contributor to domain mismatch, cf. the columns starting Q.
Given the target domain data, it is not feasible to train an "in-domain" model with the data (as it is incomplete and unsupervised). We thus need to model jointly the source domain supervised data and the target domain data that reflect distribution mismatch. Table 2 lists the settings we work on.
Approach
Our approach has two components. In the first part, we match features encoding questions and/or answers across two domains. In the second part, we ensure the correct answers from the target domain have higher likelihood in the Visual QA model trained on the source domain. Note that we do not re-train the Visual QA model as we do not have access to complete data on the target domain.
Matching domain
The main idea is to transform features computed on the target domain (TD) to match those features computed on the source domain (SD). To this end, let g q (·) and g a (·) denote the transformation for the features on the questions and on the answers respectively. We also use f q , f t , f d , and f c to denote feature representations of a question, a correct answer, an incorrect decoy, or a candidate answer. In the Visual QA model, all these features are computed by the average WORD2VEC embeddings of words.
The matching is computed as the Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD) between the two empirical distributions across the datasets. For the Setting[Q], the matching is
wherep SD (f q ) is the empirical distribution of the questions in the source domain andp TD (g q (f q ))) is the empirical distribution of the questions in the target domain, after being transformed with g q (·),
The JSD divergence between two distributions P and P is computed as
while KL is the KL divergence between two distributions. The JSD divergence is closely related to discriminating two distributions with a binary classifier [15] 
with the empirical distributions computed over both the questions and the correct answers. Note that even when the decoy information is available, we deliberately ignore them in computing domain mismatch. This is because the decoys can be designed very differently even for the same IQT triplet. Matching the distributions of D thus can cause undesired mismatch of T since they share the same transform during testing 6 .
For the Setting[T] and Setting[T+D], the matching is
while the empirical distributions are computed over the correct answers only. To this end, we can leverage the source domain's data which always contain both T and D. The main idea is to construct a Visual QA model on the source domain using the same partial information as in the target domain, then to assess how likely the transformed features remain to be correct (or incorrect).
In the following, we use the Setting[Q+T+D] as an example (other settings can be formulated similarly). Let h SD (q, c) be a model trained on the source domain such that it tells us the likelihood an answer c can be correct with respect to question q. Without loss of generality, we assume h SD (q, c) is the output of a binary logistic regression.
To use this model on the target data, we compute the following loss for every pair of question and candidate answer:
The intuition is to raise the likelihood of any correct answers and lowering the likelihood of any incorrect ones. Thus, even we do not have a complete data for training models on the target domain discriminatively, we have found a surrogate to minimize,ˆ
measuring all the data provided in the target data and how they are likely to be correct or incorrect.
Joint optimization
We learn the feature transformation by jointly balancing the domain matching and the discriminative loss surrogate
We select λ to be large while still allowing m(TD → SD) to decrease in optimization: λ is 0. Once the feature transformations are learnt, we use the Visual QA model on the source domain M SD , trained using image, question, and answers all together to make an inference on an IQA triplet (i, q, A) from the target
where we identify the best candidate answer from the pool of the correct answers and their decoys A using the source domain's model. See Sect. 5.2 and the Suppl. for the parameterization of g q (·) and g a (·), and details of the algorithm.
Experiments

Dataset
We first evaluate our algorithms on the domain adaptation settings defined in Sect. 4 between Visual7W [50] and VQA [4] . Experiments are conducted on both the original datasets and a revised version [6] of them. We then include Visual Genome [27] with the decoys created by [6] and apply the same procedure to create decoys for the CO-COQA [33] and VQA2 [16] datasets, leading to a comprehensive study of cross-dataset generalization.
VQA Multiple Choice [4]
The dataset uses images from the MSCOCO [28] dataset, with the same split setting. It contains 248,349/121,512/244,302 IQA triplets for training/validation/test. Each triplet has 17 decoys, where in general 3 decoys are human-generated, 4 are randomly sampled, and 10 are from fixed set of high frequency answers.
Visual7W Telling [50] The dataset contains 47,300 images from MSCOCO [28] and in total 139,868 IQA triplets (69,817/28,020/42,031 for training/validation/test). Each triplet has 3 decoys: all of them are human-generated.
Curated Visual7W & VQA [6] These datasets are revised versions of Visual7w and VQA, in which the decoys are carefully designed to prevent machines from ignoring the visual information, the question, or both while still doing well on the task. Each IQT triplet in Visual7W and VQA are augmented with 6 auto-generated decoys as candidate answers. Since [6] only provide revised decoys for the training and validation splits, for all the studies on VQA we report results on the validation set.
Visual Genome [27] & COCOQA [33] & VQA2 [16] These three datasets only provide IQT triplets, while [6] creates decoys for Visual Genome (VG). We required the codes from the authors of [6] , and apply the same procedure to create decoys for COCOQA and VQA2-each IQT triplet is augmented with 6 auto-generated decoys. [28] . We will release the data.
Evaluation metric For Visual7W, VG, and COCOQA, we compute the accuracy of picking the correct answer from multiple choices. For VQA and VQA2, we follow its protocol to compute accuracy, comparing the picked answer to the 10 human-annotated correct answers. The accuracy is computed based on the number of exact matches among the 10 answers (divided by 3 and clipped at 1).
Experimental setup
Visual QA model In all our experiments, we use a one hidden-layer MLP model (with 8,192 hidden nodes and ReLU) to perform binary classification on each input IQC (image, question, candidate answer) triplet, following the setup as in [20, 6] . Please see Fig. 2 and Sect. 3.1 for explanation. The candidate C ∈ A that has the largest score is then selected as the answer of the model. Such a simple model has achieved the state-of-the-art results on Visual7W and comparable results on VQA.
For images, we extract convolutional activation from the last layer of a 200-layer Residual Network [18] ; for questions and answers, we extract the 300-dimensional WORD2VEC [31] embedding for each words in a question/answer and compute their average as the feature. We then concatenate these features to be the input to the MLP model. Besides the Visual QA model that takes I, Q, and C as input, we also train two models that use only Q + C and C alone as the input. These two models can serve as h SD described in Sect 4.2.
Using simple models like MLP and average WORD2VEC embeddings adds credibility to our studies-if models with limited capacity can latch on to the bias, models with higher capacity can only do better in memorizing the bias.
Domain adaptation model
We parameterize the transformation g q (·), g a (·) as a one hidden-layer MLP model (with 128 hidden nodes and ReLU) with residual connections directly from input to output. Such a design choice is due to the fact that the target embedding can already serve as a good starting point of the transforms. We approximate the m(TD → SD) measure by adversarially learning a one hidden-layer MLP model (with 8,192 hidden nodes and ReLU) for binary classification between the source and the transformed target domain data, following the same architecture as the classifier in Name That Dataset! game.
For all our experiments on training g q (·), g a (·) and approximating m(TD → SD), we use Adam [26] for stochastic gradient-based optimization. See the Suppl. for details.
Domain adaptation settings As mentioned in Sect. 3, VQA (as well as VQA2) has around 30% of the IQA triplets with the correct answers to be either "Yes" or "NO". On the other hand, Visual7W, COCOQA, and VG barely have triplets with such correct answers. Therefore, we remove those triplets from VQA and VQA2, leading to a reduced We learn the Visual QA model using the training split of the source dataset and learn the domain adaptation transform using the training split of both datasets.
Other implementation details Questions in Visual7W, COCOQA, VG, VQA − , and VQA2 − are mostly started with the 6W words. The frequencies, however, vary among datasets. To encourage g q to focus on matching the phrasing style rather than transforming one question type to the others, when training the binary classifier for m(TD → SD) with Adams, we perform weighted sampling instead of uniform sampling from the source domain-the weights are determined by the ratio of frequency of each of the 6W question types between the target and source domain. This trick makes our algorithm more stable.
Experimental Results on Visual7W and VQA−
We experiment on the five domain adaptation (DA) settings introduced in Sect. 4 using the proposed algorithm. We also compare with ADDA [41] and CORAL [36] , two DA algorithms that can also learn transformations from the target to the source domain and achieves comparable results on many benchmark datasets. Specifically, we learn two transformations to match the (joint) distribution of the questions and target answers. We only report the best performance among the five settings for ADDA and CORAL. Table 3 and Table 4 summarize the results on the original and revised datasets, together with Direct transfer without any domain adaptation and Within domain performance where the Visual QA model is learned using the supervised data (i.e., IQA triplets) of the target domain. Such supervised data is inaccessible in the adaptation settings we considered.
Domain mismatch hurts cross-dataset generalization
The significant performance drop in comparing Within do- Domain adaptation using a subset of data The domain adaptation results presented in Table 3 and 4 are based on Table 7 . Transfer results (in %) across different datasets (the decoys are generated according to [6] learning the transformations using all the training examples of the source and target domain. We further investigate the robustness of the proposed algorithm under a limited number of target examples. We present the results using only 1/16 of the them in Table 5 . The proposed algorithm can still learn the transformations well under such a scenario, with a slight drop in performance (i.e., < 0.5%). In contrast, learning Visual QA models with the same amount of limited target data (assuming the IQA triplets are accessible) from scratch leads to significant performance drop. We also include the results by fine-tuning, which is infeasible in any setting of Table 2 but can serve as an upper bound.
Results on sophisticated Visual QA model We further investigate a variant of the spatial memory network (SMem) [44] for Visual QA, which utilizes the question to guide the visual attention on certain parts of the image for extracting better visual features. The results are shown in Table 6 , where a similar trend of improvement is observed.
Qualitative analysis The question type (out of the 6W words) that improves the most from Direct to DA, when transferring from VQA− to Visual7W in Table 3 using [Q+T+D], is "When" (from 41.8 to 63.4, while Within is 80.3). Other types improve 1.0 ∼ 5.0. This is because that the "When"-type question is scarcely seen in VQA−, and our DA algorithm, together with the weighted sampling trick, significantly reduces the mismatch of question/answer phrasing of such a type. See the Suppl. for other results.
Experimental Results across five datasets
We perform a more comprehensive study on transferring the learned Visual QA models across five different datasets. We use the revised candidate answers for all of them to reduce the mismatch on how the decoys are constructed. We consider the [Q+T+D] setting, and limit the disclosed target data to 1/16 of its training split size. The models for Within are also trained on such a size, using the supervised IQA triplets. Table 7 summarizes the results, where rows/columns correspond to the source/target domains.
On almost all (source, target) pairs, domain adaptation (DA) outperforms Direct, demonstrating the wide applicability and robustness of our algorithm. The exception is on (VQA − , VQA2 − ), where DA degrades by 0.1%. This is likely due to the fact that these two datasets are constructed similarly and thus no performance gain can be achieved.
Such a case can also be seen between Visual7W and VG. Specifically, domain adaptation is only capable in better transferring the knowledge learned in the source domain, but cannot acquire novel knowledge in the target domain.
The reduced training size significantly limits the performance of training from scratch (Within). In many cases Within is downplayed by DA, or even by Direct, showing the essential demand to leverage source domain knowledge. Among the five datasets, Visual QA models trained on VG seems to generalize the best-the DA results to any target domain outperforms the corresponding Within-indicating the good quality of VG.
In contrast, Visual QA models trained on COCOQA can hardly transfer to other datasets-none of its DA results to other datasets is higher than Within. It is also interesting to see that none of the DA results from other source domain (except VG) to COCOQA outperforms COCOQA's Within. This is, however, not surprising given how differently in the way COCOQA is constructed; i.e., the questions and answers are automatically generated from the captions in MSCOCO. Such a significant domain mismatch can also be witnessed from the gap between Direct and DA on any pair that involves COCOQA. The performance gain by DA over Direct is on average over 4.5%, larger than the gain of any other pair, further demonstrating the effectiveness of our algorithms in reducing the mismatch between domains.
Conclusion
We study cross-dataset adaptation for visual question answering. We first analyze the causes of bias in existing datasets. We then propose to reduce the bias via domain adaptation so as to improve cross-dataset knowledge transfer. To this end we propose a novel domain adaptation algorithm that minimizes the domain mismatch while leveraging the source domain's Visual QA knowledge. Through experiments on knowledge transfer among five popular datasets, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm, even under limited and fragment target domain information.
